
Minutes of the HCC Meeting 11.1.16  Present: Diane Archer, Mailis Lounasvuori, Anna Guidaniec, Adam Coffman, Michael Poteliakhoff, Patrick Field, Sally Guscott, Ricardo Johnson, Joff Verby,  
 Meeting Venue  AC suggested we meet at the new cinema on Tottenham Lane.  AG will check if room would be available.   HCC Leaflet  AC and PF will write copy for a leaflet or postcard to publicize HCC.  MP can look at graphics.  It could be released to coincide with 20mph implementation.  AG will ask Amy at LCC if she has examples from other groups.           Action AG AC PF MP  Wightman Rd closure for bridge reconstruction  AC and MP attended the residents meeting and had emphasized the importance of maintaining full cycle access at all roads and the temporary bridge.  Consultants are examining future motor traffic reduction, but are not presently considering traffic filtering.  Simon Monk has written about this to Cllr McNamara.  AG will forward his email to PF, MP and AC (done).  DA reported traffic counters have been installed by consultants (TSP) and cameras at Green Lane, including at Hermitage Rd.    PF will obtain LCC members’ emails and suggest meeting to coordinate HCC’s asks for future improvements.                Action PF   AC has emailed Cllr McNamara re the 20mph implementation date and will follow up re update for Wightman Rd filtering and the liaison meetings, presently suspended/ replaced by traffic liaison meetings.  Post Meeting note-  20mph date is Monday 15th February.                 Action AC  MC Barriers  AG has received confirmation there will a trial of removal of barriers at Lea Valley access points (subject to Police comment).  POST MEETING NOTE- Is there any data on present level of misuse?  Just a few reports of misuse could scupper full cycle access, although there are already other points MC’s can get through. 
Tottenham Hale Regeneration 
The comments from James Grinter (eg Ashley Rd needing a 2 way cycle track), were discussed and MP will include in the HCC submission.   Action MP    


